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Abstract. This work presents a study on the sensitivity of

two satellite cloud height retrievals to cloud vertical distri-

bution. The difference in sensitivity is exploited by relating

the difference in the retrieved cloud heights to cloud verti-

cal extent. The two cloud height retrievals, performed within

the Freie Universität Berlin AATSR MERIS Cloud (FAME-

C) algorithm, are based on independent measurements and

different retrieval techniques. First, cloud-top temperature

(CTT) is retrieved from Advanced Along Track Scanning

Radiometer (AATSR) measurements in the thermal infrared.

Second, cloud-top pressure (CTP) is retrieved from Medium

Resolution Imaging Spectrometer (MERIS) measurements in

the oxygen-A absorption band and a nearby window channel.

Both CTT and CTP are converted to cloud-top height (CTH)

using atmospheric profiles from a numerical weather predic-

tion model. First, a sensitivity study using radiative transfer

simulations in the near-infrared and thermal infrared was per-

formed to demonstrate, in a quantitative manner, the larger

impact of the assumed cloud vertical extinction profile, de-

scribed in terms of shape and vertical extent, on MERIS than

on AATSR top-of-atmosphere measurements. Consequently,

cloud vertical extinction profiles will have a larger influence

on the MERIS than on the AATSR cloud height retrievals for

most cloud types.

Second, the difference in retrieved CTH (1CTH) from

AATSR and MERIS are related to cloud vertical extent

(CVE), as observed by ground-based lidar and radar at three

ARM sites. To increase the impact of the cloud vertical ex-

tinction profile on the MERIS-CTP retrievals, single-layer

and geometrically thin clouds are assumed in the forward

model. Similarly to previous findings, the MERIS-CTP re-

trievals appear to be close to pressure levels in the middle of

the cloud. Assuming a linear relationship, the 1CTH multi-

plied by 2.5 gives an estimate on the CVE for single-layer

clouds. The relationship is stronger for single-layer clouds

than for multi-layer clouds. Due to large variations of cloud

vertical extinction profiles occurring in nature, a quantita-

tive estimate of the cloud vertical extent is accompanied with

large uncertainties.

Yet, estimates of the CVE provide an additional parame-

ter, next to CTH, that can be obtained from passive imager

measurements and can be used to further describe cloud ver-

tical distribution, thus contributing to the characterization of

a cloudy scene.

To further demonstrate the plausibility of the approach, an

estimate of the CVE was applied to a case study. In light of

the follow-up mission Sentinel-3 with AATSR and MERIS

like instruments, Sea and Land Surface Temperature Ra-

diometer (SLSTR) and (Ocean and Land Colour Instrument)

OLCI, respectively, for which the FAME-C algorithm can be

easily adapted, a more accurate estimate of the CVE can be

expected. OLCI will have three channels in the oxygen-A ab-

sorption band, possibly providing enhanced information on

cloud vertical distributions.
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1 Introduction

The vertical distribution of clouds plays an important role in

both meteorological and climatological applications. It can

be an indicator of the meteorological conditions, (thermo-

)dynamical and micro-physical processes, in which a cloud

forms (e.g., Yin et al., 2013; Yuan et al., 2011; Luo et al.,

2009). Further, the cloud vertical distribution affects radia-

tive and latent heating fluxes, which in turn, affect the large-

scale atmospheric circulation and precipitation processes

(e.g., Wang and Rossow, 1998; Li et al., 2014).

Cloud vertical distribution can be described by a set of

cloud parameters, such as cloud-top height (CTH) and cloud-

base height, and subsequently cloud geometrical thickness

(CGT), and the number of distinct cloud layers in an air col-

umn. These cloud parameters can be observed by a set of

remote-sensing techniques using observations from ground-

based or space-born instruments.

From ground-based observations information on cloud

vertical distribution can be derived from, e.g., human ob-

servers, lidars, and radars. The first two only observe the

cloud-base height, while radar can observe the cloud verti-

cal profile. However, the spatial coverage of these ground-

based observations are mainly limited to land areas in the

Northern Hemisphere. Global and accurate observations of

cloud vertical distribution are necessary for an improved

understanding of cloud processes, and subsequently im-

proved representations of these processes in climate mod-

els. Satellite observations can provide this global cover-

age. In 2005, the active instruments CPR (Cloud Profil-

ing Radar) and CALIOP (Cloud-Aerosol Lidar with Or-

thogonal Polarization), on polar-orbiting satellites CloudSat

(Stephens et al., 2002) and CALIPSO (Cloud-Aerosol Lidar

and Infrared Pathfinder Satellite Observations) (Winker et al.,

2003), respectively, as part of the A-train constellation, were

launched. They provide first radar and lidar measurements

on cloud and aerosol vertical profiles on a global scale. Since

then both instruments have given the atmospheric research

community many new insights on clouds and aerosols (e.g.,

Mace et al., 2007; Sassen et al., 2008) and their observa-

tions were extensively used in many evaluation studies (e.g.,

Naud et al., 2010; Weisz et al., 2007). However, they have

a poor spatial coverage due to the nadir-only measurements

and, especially for weather related applications, would ben-

efit from supplement observations on cloud vertical distri-

butions. Moreover, in contrast to various space-born passive

imagers, no long-term measurement data sets exist, which are

relevant for many climate studies.

Satellite observations from passive instruments have a

larger spatial coverage. However, here the cloud properties

are retrieved from information coming mainly from upper

cloud layers, such as cloud-top temperature, or they represent

an integrated property, such as cloud water path. A number of

satellite remote sensing techniques exist that retrieve cloud-

top heights (CTHs) from measurements of passive imagers.

Cloud-top height retrievals from thermal infrared (TIR) mea-

surements have been performed using the CO2 slicing tech-

nique (e.g., Menzel et al., 2008) or with brightness tempera-

ture (BT) measurements in window channels (e.g., Hamann

et al., 2014; Korpela et al., 2001). Further, CTHs can be ob-

tained from stereo, which is based on the parallax effect oc-

curring between clouds observed from different viewing an-

gles (e.g., Moroney et al., 2002). In Wu et al. (2009), verti-

cal and latitudinal distributions of cloud height observations

from various passive and active satellite instruments are com-

pared. Here, also a discussion on the strengths and weak-

nesses of various passive CTH retrieval techniques, which

depend on cloud conditions, is given. Also in Naud et al.

(2005) intercomparisons were performed for several passive

and active cloud-top height retrievals.

In 1961, Yamamoto and Wark (1961) proposed to retrieve

cloud-top altitude from space by measuring the absorption

of reflected solar radiation in the oxygen-A absorption band

located at around 760 nm. In the method the strength of the

absorption of radiation in the oxygen-A absorption band is

related to the cloud-top pressure (CTP), via the mean pho-

ton path length. Later in the 1960s, first satellite retrievals

using the oxygen-A absorption band showed that the en-

hancement of photon path length due to multiple scatter-

ing inside the cloud, which in turn depends on cloud thick-

ness and type, needs to be taken into account for accurate

CTP retrievals (Saiedy et al., 1965, 1967). The impact of the

cloud vertical inhomogeneity on the accuracy of the CTP re-

trievals has been recognized in a number of theoretical stud-

ies (Fischer and Grassl, 1991; Rozanov and Kokhanovsky,

2004; Preusker and Lindstrot, 2009). Various cloud height re-

trievals based on measurements in the oxygen-A absorption

band are described in, e.g., Wang et al. (2008); Rozanov and

Kokhanovsky (2004); Koelemeijer et al. (2002); Vanbauce

et al. (1998). In most of these cloud height retrievals, multi-

ple scattering inside the cloud layer is neglected or homoge-

neous cloud vertical profiles are assumed. This leads to the

retrieval of a so called apparent cloud height which corre-

sponds to a pressure level somewhere in the middle of the

cloud rather than to the cloud top.

The sensitivity of oxygen-A absorption band-based cloud

pressure retrievals to cloud geometrical thickness was ex-

ploited by Ferlay et al. (2010) to infer cloud geometrical

thickness. They showed that for a wide range of cloud pres-

sure retrievals from multi-angular Polarization and Direc-

tionality of the Earth’s Reflectances (POLDER) measure-

ments in the oxygen-A absorption band, for which multi-

scattering inside the clouds is neglected, the retrieved cloud

pressures are close to the pressure of the geometrical middle

of single-layer clouds. In those cases, the photon penetration

depth is close to one-half of the cloud geometrical thickness.

This is especially true for optically thick and geometrically

thin clouds, which act like solid reflectors. Building on this

work, Desmons et al. (2013) showed that a first estimate of

cloud vertical extent (CVE) can be inferred from the differ-
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ence between retrievals of cloud-top pressure and cloud mid-

dle pressure, which was found to be close to one-half of the

CVE.

In this study, the combination of two independent cloud-

top height retrievals of the Freie Universität Berlin AATSR

MERIS Cloud (FAME-C) algorithm is used to infer addi-

tional information on cloud vertical distribution in the form

of CVE, besides CTP. Here, CVE is defined as the differ-

ence between the top height of the most upper cloud layer

and the base height of the lowest cloud layer. This is done,

in a similar way as listed above, by making use of the sen-

sitivity of the oxygen-A absorption band-based cloud pres-

sure retrieval to in-cloud photon penetration depth and thus

cloud vertical extinction profiles. The FAME-C algorithm re-

trieves CTPs from radiance measurements of the Medium

Resolution Imaging Spectrometer (MERIS) in the oxygen-

A absorption band as well as cloud-top temperatures (CTTs)

from BT measurements in two TIR channels of the Ad-

vanced Along Track Scanning Radiometer (AATSR). Both

instruments are mounted on the polar-orbiting Environmen-

tal satellite (Envisat). FAME-C is developed within the frame

of the ESA (European Space Agency) Climate Change Ini-

tiative (Hollmann et al., 2013). Within FAME-C, mean cloud

vertical extinction profiles derived from 1 year of data from

CPR on board CloudSat combined with MODIS data were

used in order to account for a more realistic description of the

multiple scattering inside the cloud. The extinction profiles

were derived for nine cloud types taken from the ISCCP (In-

ternational Satellite Cloud Climatology Project) cloud clas-

sification (Rossow and Schiffer, 1999), which is based on

total cloud optical thickness (COT) and cloud-top pressure.

For two case studies with vertically extended clouds it was

shown that the choice of the cloud vertical extinction profile

can have a large impact on the retrieved MERIS cloud-top

pressure. Comparisons to CPR cloud heights showed that on

average the bias was reduced by a large amount when using

the mean CPR-profiles instead of vertically homogeneous

profiles (HOM) (Henken et al., 2013). This can be mainly

attributed to lower extinction values in the upper cloud lay-

ers for the CPR-profiles than for the HOM profiles, which

appears to be closer to reality for these vertically extended

clouds. However, for individual cloud scenes, the CTP re-

trieval can still have a large error if the profile assumption is

wrong. The TIR cloud height retrievals are less affected by

the profile assumption.

Based on sensitivity studies that show the difference in

sensitivity of the oxygen-A absorption band-based and TIR

based cloud height retrievals to cloud vertical extinction pro-

files, described by their shape and vertical extent, we aim

to make use of the difference between the two independent

cloud height retrievals, since it obviously carries informa-

tion on the cloud vertical distribution. The method of com-

bining a cloud height retrieval from measurements in the

oxygen-A absorption band with an independent cloud height

retrieval to retrieve information on the cloud vertical distri-

bution was suggested by others before (e.g., Vanbauce et al.,

2003; Kokhanovsky and Rozanov, 2005; Lindstrot et al.,

2010b). In order to maximize the impact of the desired pa-

rameter (the CVE) on the signal, which is here the difference

between the cloud height retrievals, we limit the correction

for in-cloud scattering in the MERIS-CTP retrieval. For this

purpose, the MERIS forward model in the FAME-C algo-

rithm was adjusted to retrieve the cloud height assuming a

single-layer cloud with a geometrical thickness of 20 hPa,

which can be considered to be close to a solid reflector for

optically thick clouds. Ground-based observations from li-

dar and radar at three Atmospheric Radiation Measurement

(ARM) program sites are used to relate the retrieved cloud

height differences to observed CVE.

The structure of this paper is as follows. First, a sensitivity

study is presented for which radiative transfer simulations in

the near-infrared and thermal infrared part of the spectrum

for clouds with different cloud vertical extinction profiles are

performed and compared in a quantitative way. Second, the

ground-based and satellite observations are presented. Next,

the method for the comparison of the ground-based data and

satellite data is described. Then, the results are presented and

discussed. In addition, the application of the method is shown

in a case study. Last, conclusions are given.

2 Sensitivity Study

For cloud particles, the single scattering albedo is close to

one in the visible (VIS) and near-infrared (NIR) part of the

spectrum and therefore little absorption of photons by cloud

particles takes place. In the thermal infrared (TIR) the single

scattering albedo has values clearly less than one, so most

photons will be absorbed by cloud particles after just a few

scattering events. Thus in the satellite-based TIR CTH re-

trievals the signal mostly stems from the upper part of the

clouds, while the VIS/NIR CTH retrievals are affected by a

larger part of the cloudy atmosphere. Therefore, the assumed

cloud vertical distribution in the retrievals are expected to

have a larger impact on the VIS/NIR CTH retrieval than on

the TIR CTH retrievals.

To demonstrate, in a quantitative way, the difference in

impact of cloud vertical distribution on cloud-top height re-

trieved with radiances from NIR spectral bands and BTs

from a window TIR spectral band, radiative transfer sim-

ulations have been performed using the Matrix Operator

Model(MOMO). MOMO has been developed at the Freie

Universität Berlin (Fell and Fischer, 2001; Hollstein and Fis-

cher, 2012). Recently, MOMO was extended trough the im-

plementation of thermal emission of radiation by the surface

and (cloudy) atmospheric layers, allowing for accurate sim-

ulations in the thermal infrared (Doppler et al., 2014a). The

spectral response function of the AATSR 10.8 µm channel

was used for the simulations in the TIR. The spectral re-

sponse functions of the MERIS window channel 10 centered
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Figure 1. Spectral response functions for MERIS window channel

10 (blue) and MERIS channel 11 in the oxygen-A absorption band

(red). Black lines: oxygen absorption lines.

at 753 nm and the oxygen-A absorption channel 11 centered

at 761 nm, were used to simulate the ratio of the absorption

channel over the window channel, shown in Fig. 1.

Radiative transfer simulations in a cloudy atmosphere are

performed assuming a plane-parallel atmosphere with a ver-

tical resolution of 20 hPa in the troposphere. The US Stan-

dard Atmosphere model was assumed in the simulations

(McClatchey et al., 1972). Furthermore, the surface is mod-

eled as a Lambertian reflector with a surface albedo of 0.02

at visible wavelengths, a surface emissivity of 0.98 at thermal

infrared wavelengths, and a surface pressure of 1013 hPa.

A Rayleigh optical thickness of 0.026 is taken. To com-

pute the absorption coefficients of the atmospheric gases, the

k-distribution method is used (Bennartz and Fischer, 2000;

Doppler et al., 2014b), in which the information on the posi-

tion and width of absorption lines is taken from the HITRAN

database (Rothman et al., 2009).

In this sensitivity study, the cloud vertical distribution is

described in the form of cloud vertical extinction profiles,

since the entire shape of the cloud vertical profile, not only

the vertical extent, can determine the mean in-cloud photon

penetration depth. Note, for single-layer clouds, the CVE is

equal to the CGT. Two types of cloud vertical extinction pro-

files are assumed in the simulations. For the first type, 1 year

of data from the combined CPR and MODIS product (2B-

TAU, Polonsky et al., 2008) was analyzed. The clouds ob-

served by CPR and MODIS were sorted with respect to their

CTP and COT, resulting in nine different cloud types, us-

ing the ISCCP cloud type classification (Rossow and Schif-

fer, 1999). For each cloud type, the average vertical pro-

file of extinction and the average vertical extent were de-

termined. Since the vertical extent is fixed, no further as-

sumption on the CGT in the forward model are needed for

these profiles. More details on the resulting profiles and their

incorporation into the FAME-C algorithm can be found in

Henken et al. (2013) and Carbajal Henken et al. (2014). The

derived normalized extinction profiles (from here on called

CPR-profiles/clouds) were then used in the MOMO radia-

tive transfer simulations to generate look-up tables (LUTs)

for each of the nine cloud types. The LUTs serve as for-

ward models in the cloud height retrievals. For the second

type, vertically homogeneous extinction profiles are assumed

(from here on called HOM profiles/clouds). As an additional

LUT dimension for the HOM clouds, each cloud is modeled

with varying vertical extents, starting with a CGT of 20 hPa

and ending at the maximum possible geometrical thickness.

For cloud layers below 440 hPa water droplets are as-

sumed with a fixed effective radius of 10 µm. The single-

scattering properties were computed using a Mie code (Wis-

combe, 1980). For cloud layers above 440 hPa, ice crystals

are assumed with a fixed effective radius of 40 µm, assuming

single-scattering properties described in Baum et al. (2005).

For a number of CTP, CGT and COT combinations, the

simulated results (MERIS radiance ratio and AATSR BT) at

the top of the atmosphere (TOA) using CPR-profiles were

compared to the simulated results using HOM profiles. A

so-called equivalent HOM CTP is found by minimizing the

difference between the TOA signal of the CPR-cloud with

a specified CTP and the TOA signal of the HOM cloud for

varying CTPs. The same total COT is used for both clouds.

Figure 2 shows for both AATSR and MERIS the equiva-

lent HOM CTPs for varying CGT and COT for the case

of a CPR-cloud with CTP of 600 hPa. In general, the dif-

ference between the equivalent HOM CTP and CPR CTP

is smaller for AATSR than MERIS, especially for optically

thick clouds. The largest difference between the equivalent

HOM CTP and the CPR CTP is found for geometrically

thin clouds with CGT= 20 hPa and COT= 10 for MERIS,

while for AATSR the largest difference is found for optically

thin clouds. The higher CTPs of the HOM clouds can be ex-

plained by the fact that for clouds with the CPR-profiles, the

extinction of the upper cloud layers is lower than the extinc-

tion of the upper cloud layers for clouds with a HOM pro-

file. In order to get the same TOA signal as the CPR-cloud,

the HOM cloud needs to be placed at a lower altitude. Al-

ternatively, the CGT of the HOM cloud can be increased.

For both MERIS and AATSR, the HOM CTP approaches the

CPR CTP for increasing CGT, and even underestimates the

CTP for clouds extending down to the surface. Note that for

the very optically thick clouds (COT= 100), the HOM CTP

does not reach the CPR CTP, even for vertically extended

clouds. Missing points relate to CPR simulations results that

did not fall within the range of HOM CTP results for the as-

sumed CGT. For optically thick clouds, the dependence of

the HOM CTP on the CGT is much weaker for AATSR than

for MERIS, due to the fact that in the TIR the contribution

from lower cloud layers to the TOA signal is weaker, and

thus the shape of the entire cloud vertical extinction profile

plays a less important role in the TIR than in the NIR.

The sensitivity of the equivalent HOM CTP to the CGT,

i.e., the change in the equivalent HOM CTP for an increase

of the CGT with 50 hPa, is summarized in Fig. 3 for vari-
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Figure 2. The equivalent HOM CTP for varying CGT and COT, assuming a CPR-cloud with CTP= 600 hPa. Settings in the radiative transfer

simulations: satellite viewing angle= 0◦, solar viewing angle= 35◦, relative azimuth angle= 0◦, surface albedo= 0.02 and MERIS central

wavelength= 762 nm.

Figure 3. The sensitivity of the equivalent MERIS and AATSR HOM CTP to an increase of CGT by 50 hPa. Cloud-top pressure of low

cloud= 800 hPa, middle cloud= 600 hPa, and high cloud= 300 hPa.

ous CTP and COT combinations. The sensitivity, which is

the slope of each line in Fig. 2, was computed by simply

applying a linear fit to each line that corresponds to a fixed

COT and varying CGT. This was done for a low (800 hPa),

mid-level (600 hPa), and high (300 hPa) cloud and a range of

COTs. For MERIS, the sensitivity is largest for clouds with

COT= 10. This can be explained as follows. For optically

thin clouds, a large part of the radiation arriving at TOA has

traversed the cloud without interaction with cloud particles,

thus not affected by the vertical extinction profile of the cloud

at all. For optically very thick clouds, the contribution from

upper cloud layers will dominate the TOA signal even for

geometrically thicker clouds; thus the influence of the entire

vertical extinction profile is smaller. For optically moderate

thick clouds, the full vertical extinction profile has an impact

on the TOA signal, while the contribution of the earth surface

and the lower atmosphere is suppressed. For AATSR, the

sensitivity decreases for increasing COT, indicating that the

assumed shape of the extinction profile is of less importance

for optically thick clouds due to contributions to the TOA

signal arising mainly from upper cloud layers. In summary,

the MERIS sensitivity is always higher than the AATSR sen-

sitivity for COT > 5.

Figure 4 shows the AATSR sensitivity of the equivalent

HOM CTP to the CGT for which the physical CTPs are sub-

stituted by radiometric CTPs. For each cloud type, the CTP

is taken at the pressure level for which COT= 1. This is the

radiometric cloud top, when assuming no scattering and a lin-

ear dependency of the Planck function on the COT. Again lin-

ear fits were applied. Now, the sensitivity is largest for clouds

with COTs around 5. For optically thinner clouds, the CPR

and HOM radiometric cloud heights are located more closely

to each other than the physical cloud heights. Note, consider-

ing scattering and contribution to the TOA signal from lower

cloud layers, the actual radiometric cloud top will be located

at more than one COT into the cloud (Sherwood et al., 2004).

To summarize, a higher sensitivity of the equivalent HOM

CTP to a change in CGT was found for MERIS than for

AATSR when compared to a “more realistic” vertically in-

homogeneous CPR-cloud. This is more pronounced for op-

tically thick clouds. This difference in sensitivity to CGT of

the two independent cloud height retrievals will be further

analyzed and exploited with actual measurements to infer in-

formation on CVE (including multi-layer cloud situations) in

the following sections.
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Figure 4. The sensitivity of the equivalent AATSR HOM CTP to an

increase of CGT by 50 hPa. The pressure at 1 COT into the cloud is

taken as corrected CTP. Cloud-top pressure of low cloud= 800 hPa,

middle cloud= 600 hPa, and high cloud= 300 hPa.

3 Data

3.1 AATSR and MERIS

Within FAME-C two independent cloud-top height products

are retrieved on a pixel-basis: AATSR cloud-top temperature

and MERIS cloud-top pressure. AATSR and MERIS are two

passive imagers mounted on the polar-orbiting satellite En-

visat, launched in March 2002 and operational until April

2012. Envisat flies in a sun-synchronous orbit with an equa-

tor crossing time of 10:00 LT, descending node.

In the MERIS-CTP retrieval the transmission within the

oxygen-A absorption band is estimated from the ratio of

channel 11 and window channel 10. In the AATSR cloud-top

temperature retrieval, brightness temperature measurements

at 10.8 and 12 µm are used to retrieve cloud-top temperature.

The forward model consists of three parts contributing to the

TOA radiation: atmosphere, clouds and surface. The fast ra-

diative transfer model RTTOV version 9.3 is used (Saunders

et al., 2010; METOffice) to simulate clear-sky transmissions

for the AATSR channels. Contributions from cloud layers

and the surface to the TOA signal take into account the cloud

and surface emissivities, respectively. Atmospheric profiles

from a numerical weather model (NWP) reanalysis are used

to convert cloud-top temperature and cloud-top pressure to

cloud-top height. The cloud-top temperature is compared to

the temperature profile and the minimum height at which

the cloud-top temperature equals the atmospheric tempera-

ture is assumed to be the cloud-top height. For optically thick

clouds, CTT will be similar to the measured 10.8 µm bright-

ness temperature, corrected for the atmosphere. For optically

thin clouds, the cloud emissivity is taken into account, which

will result in a CTT that is lower than the measured 10.8 µm

brightness temperature. More information on the two inde-

pendent cloud-top height retrievals can be found in Carba-

jal Henken et al. (2014).

For this study, the FAME-C algorithm was extended to

also provide retrieved cloud-top temperature from AATSR,

cloud-top pressure from MERIS, and accompanying cloud-

top heights, assuming a single-layer and vertically homoge-

neous cloud with a geometrical thickness of 20 hPa. For op-

tically thick clouds, this comes close to a solid reflector. Fur-

ther adjustments in the FAME-C algorithm include the use of

a new cloud masking method (Hollstein et al., 2015), which

is in first order aimed to reproduce the former cloud mask-

ing method but with higher computational efficiency. Before

applying the cloud mask, the AATSR and MERIS measure-

ments are collocated using the BEAM toolbox (Fomferra and

Brockmann, 2005; ESA). In addition, the 3rd reprocessing

for AATSR data were used and an empirical nonlinear cor-

rection was applied to the 12 µm channel (Smith, 2014). Fur-

ther, a stray light correction was performed for the MERIS

measurements (Lindstrot et al., 2010a). Last, a pixel-based

multi-layer cloud detection, i.e., thin cirrus over low-level

water clouds, based on Pavolonis and Heidinger (2004) is im-

plemented. Note, no distinct retrievals for multi-layer cloud

cases are performed, the pixels are simply flagged as multi-

layer cloud or not.

3.2 ARM millimeter cloud radar and micropulse lidar

The active remote sensing of clouds (ARSCL) product from

ground-based observations performed at the Atmospheric

Radiation Measurement (ARM) program’s Southern Great

Plains (SGP) site. In addition, three sites in the tropical west-

ern Pacific (TWP) and one site in the North Slope borough

of Alaska (NSA) are used, which cover different climatic

regimes, surface conditions and allow varying sun-satellite

viewing geometries. It provides cloud boundary heights, i.e.,

cloud-base height and cloud-top height, for up to 10 cloud

layers (Clothiaux et al., 2000). The cloud boundary heights

are determined from a combination of measurements from

the Micropulse Lidar (MPL) and Millimeter Cloud Radar

(MMCR) and are provided at a vertical resolution of 45 m

and a temporal resolution of 10 s.

With the radar, vertically extended and multiple cloud lay-

ers can be penetrated and observed, while the laser beam of

the lidar is attenuated quite fast and thus can not penetrate

much further beyond the lowest cloud base in the case of op-

tically thick clouds. The radar is less sensitive to small cloud

particles and optically thin clouds, often occurring at great

heights. These clouds can be observed well with the lidar sys-

tem. Furthermore, radar observations of cloud-base heights

are often hampered in the presence of large non-hydrometeor

particles, such as insects. They might be observed as low-

level clouds. For large concentrations of non-hydrometeors,

also the lidar observations of cloud base become problem-

atic. In the case of heavy precipitation both radar and lidar

observations are not useful (Clothiaux et al., 2000).
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4 Method

To study the relationship between the difference in the two

FAME-C cloud height retrievals and the cloud vertical extent

as observed by ground-based lidar and radar instruments, the

satellite and ground-based observations of clouds need to be

matched accordingly.

For each ARM site the satellite orbit segments of all En-

visat overpasses with available FAME-C level-2 cloud prop-

erties for the years 2003–2011 are collected. The ground-

based observations and satellite observations occur on dif-

ferent spatial scales; thus temporal averaging for the AR-

SCL products and spatial averaging for the FAME-C prod-

ucts is performed. From the ARSCL data, the height of the

top height of the highest cloud layer and the base height of

the lowest cloud layer are collected for a 5-minute time pe-

riod centered at the time of overflight of Envisat. The CVE is

derived from the difference between the two extreme cloud

boundaries. In addition, also the number of cloud layers and

the distance between the cloud layers is extracted from the

ARSCL data. From the FAME-C data, a 9× 9 pixel box cen-

tered at the center pixel was taken to compute mean vertical

cloud-top heights. The pixel with the minimum distance to

the location of the radar was selected as the center pixel. Us-

ing the ARSCL cloud-top height and the satellite instrument

viewing geometry, parallax correction is applied to adjust the

center pixel. This was performed separately for AATSR CTT

and MERIS CTP. The choice of the size of the pixel box for

the FAME-C data and the time period of the ARSCL data is

the result of pursuing a balance between the number of ob-

servations available for appropriate statistics and the mean

cloud properties being representative for the center obser-

vation, taking into account that cloud properties can vary

strongly in space and time.

In the evaluation, only cases with enough successfully re-

trieved cloud height products within the satellite pixel box

(> 80 %) and within the 5-minute time period (> 80 %) are

selected. Successfully retrieved cloud height products are de-

fined as the cloud-top heights of those satellite pixels for

which the FAME-C cloud-top height retrieval converged suc-

cessfully during the minimization of a retrieval cost function

J , which in turn is defined as J < 20 within a maximum al-

lowed number of iterations. For further information on tech-

nical details of the FAME-C retrieval setup it is referred to

Carbajal Henken et al. (2014). For the ARSCL products, at

least 80 % of the time steps need to have a cloud-base height

determined by the lidar and a cloud-top height either deter-

mined by radar or lidar. In addition, the temporal and spatial

variability should not be too large, i.e., the standard devia-

tion of the selected cloud-top heights should be < 1 km. The

selection criteria were chosen in such a way that the study

is directed towards mainly overcast cloudy scenes with spa-

tially and temporally uniform cloud-top heights, but still a

large enough number of cases remain available. It results in

a total of 153 selected cases, which is less than 6 % of all En-

visat overflights for which the AATSR swath passes over one

of the ARM sites within the years 2003–2011. Note, both the

ARSCL products, depending on the ARM site, and FAME-C

products do not cover the full time period of the years 2003–

2011. There were 82, 24 and 47 valid cases found for the

SGP, TWP and NSA ARM sites, respectively.

5 Results and Discussion

Figure 5 shows the results presented separately for single-

layer and multi-layer clouds. Single-layer cloud cases are de-

fined as cases where at least 80 % of the pixels in the satel-

lite pixel box have not been identified as multi-layer clouds

according to the multi-layer test implemented in FAME-C.

Multi-layer cloud cases are defined as cases where at least

80 % of the pixels in the pixel box have been identified as

multi-layer clouds.

One can immediately see that on average the difference in

AATSR and MERIS CTHs (1CTH) increases with increas-

ing CVE as observed by the radar and lidar. This is true for

both single-layer and multi-layer clouds, though the corre-

lation is higher for single-layer clouds. Most obvious out-

liers mainly represent cases where the mean COT < 10. As

one would expect from the climatic regimes, the most verti-

cally extended clouds are found at the TWP sites, followed

by the SGP site. The dependence of the 1CTH on the CVE

is strongest for the SGP site for optically thick clouds. There

are several cases with optically thin clouds for which the

MERIS CTH is higher than the AATSR CTH. One of the

possible reasons for this is that the AATSR CTT might be

incorrect due to incorrect assumptions in the forward model,

which are related to estimates of the cloud emissivity and ig-

noring multiple scattering. For single-layer low-level clouds,

the derivation of the AATSR CTH might be ambiguous or

missed if the temperature profile does not represent a tem-

perature inversion accurately enough. This leads to a positive

1CTH for clouds with observed small vertical extents.

A linear fit was computed for the cases with COT > 10,

also shown as the black solid line in the figures. Variabil-

ity around the fitted lines present an indication of the vari-

ability of cloud vertical profiles/distributions that occur in

nature. However, the variability will also have contributions

from errors in the retrievals as well as incorrect matching of

the observations (not observing the same cloud volume). For

single-layer clouds a factor of 2.5 is found between 1CTH

and CVE. Knowing that on average the retrieved AATSR

cloud-top temperature is close to, but just below the cloud

top, the difference between the AATSR CTH and MERIS

CTH is about half of the vertical extent of the cloud. This

corresponds well to the findings of Ferlay et al. (2010) were

it was found that the POLDER cloud oxygen-A absorption

band pressure is on average close to the pressure level at

the geometrical middle of the cloud. The multi-layer cloud

cases show a weaker dependence of the 1CTH on the CVE,
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Figure 5. Results of the comparison of mean cloud vertical extent derived from radar and lidar observations to the difference in mean

cloud-top height retrieved with AATSR and MERIS.

which can be partly explained by considering that for these

cloud cases, also a large part of the vertical column consists

of cloud-free atmosphere. Here, the mean photon path length

in the NIR is not increased due to in-cloud scattering. Thus,

the effect of the cloud vertical distribution is suppressed rel-

ative to vertically extended single-layer clouds. In the case

of an optically thin, upper cloud layer, the AATSR CTH can

fall towards the middle of the upper and lower cloud lay-

ers, which possibly further weakens the relationship between

1CTH and CVE.

To demonstrate the difference in retrieved cloud-top height

products assuming CPR cloud vertical profiles and HOM

cloud vertical profiles, they were also individually compared

to the radar-based CTHs. The results are listed in Table 1.

AATSR CTH shows a negative bias. As expected, the dif-

ference in biases between CPR and HOM, and also between

single-layer and multi-layer clouds are small, since AATSR

tends to see the upper cloud layers and therefore is less de-

pendent on the cloud vertical extinction profile and vertical

extent. For MERIS CTH, the difference in biases between

CPR and HOM is large, with a small negative bias for CPR

and a large negative bias for HOM. When only including

cases where the mean COT > 5, the absolute biases decreases

slightly for all except MERIS-CTH HOM. For AATSR CTH,

the root mean square deviation (RMSD) of HOM and CPR

show similar values and are smallest for single-layer clouds

with COT > 5. The RMSD of MERIS-CTH HOM is larger

than for MERIS-CTH CPR, and overall largest for multi-

layer clouds.

6 Case study

The estimate of CVE from the relationship found in the for-

mer section has been applied to Envisat observations of Hur-

ricane Dean, which moved across the Caribbean Sea in Au-

gust 2007. Hurricanes are dynamical cloud systems which

consist of parts with dense and vertically extended clouds

in the main part of the system, multi-layer clouds, optically

Table 1. Resulting biases and root mean square deviation (RMSD)

from the comparison between the FAME-C cloud-top heights

and radar/lidar derived cloud-top heights. Presented separately for

single-layer clouds (Single) and multi-layer clouds (Multi) as well

as for FAME-C cloud-top heights retrieved using 1 homogeneous

cloud layer (HOM) and the CPR vertical cloud profiles (CPRs). Re-

sults are also shown for clouds with a mean cloud optical thickness

larger than 5.

Bias [km] RMSD [km]

Single Multi Single Multi

AATSR CTH CPR −0.88 −1.58 2.38 2.89

HOM −1.20 −1.58 2.63 2.89

MERIS CTH CPR −0.27 −1.76 2.51 4.03

HOM −2.44 −4.50 3.57 5.44

AATSR CTH, COT > 5 CPR −0.56 −1.55 1.99 2.86

HOM −0.62 −1.56 1.98 2.83

MERIS CTH, COT > 5 CPR −0.22 −1.71 2.57 3.99

HOM −2.71 −4.42 3.81 5.38

thick and thin cirrus clouds, and single-layer low-level clouds

at the outer regions of the system.

Figure 6 shows the color composite image, computed from

MERIS bands 2, 3 and 4, of the hurricane, as well as the

multi-layer flag, cloud-top height retrieved from AATSR and

the estimate of the vertical extent of the system. In the inner

area no successful retrievals were performed within FAME-

C partly due to no convergence and partly due to saturation

occurring in the AATSR 12 micron channel. This is also the

area where the hurricane eye is located. The estimated CVE

along the black line, chosen to cover various cloud regimes of

the hurricane with different cloud vertical distributions, can

be compared to observations from CPR, but only in a quali-

tative sense. The overpass of CloudSat is shown in the upper

left panel of Fig. 6 with the dotted red line. The cross section

as well as the CPR radar reflectivities are shown in Fig. 7.

The Envisat cross section slightly “touches” the main part of

the system. Note that the CloudSat overpass is about 3 hours

later than Envisat. The cloud system will have moved mostly

towards the west as well as rotated. Therefore, no pixel-based

comparison is possible.
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Figure 6. View on hurricane Dean on 17 August 2007. Top left: color composite from MERIS bands 2, 3, and 4. Top right: FAME-C multi-

layer cloud flag. Bottom left: retrieved AATSR cloud-top height. Bottom right: estimated cloud vertical extent. The solid black line and

the dotted red line show the AATSR-MERIS and CloudSat cross section, respectively, as presented in Fig. 7. Note, the CloudSat overpass

occurred about 3 hours later than the AATSR-MERIS observations presented here.

Figure 7. Cross section of hurricane Dean (17 August 2007). Top:

estimated cloud vertical extent from FAME-C cloud heights. Bot-

tom: radar reflectivity from CPR on CloudSat. The blue dots show

the height of the most upper layer identified as cloud by the CPR

cloud mask (> 30). Note, cross sections from the Envisat and Cloud-

Sat overpasses did not collocate in space and time.

The vertical extent is estimated to be up to 15 km for the

main part of the hurricane, which agrees well with the max-

imum height as observed by CPR. The maximum estimated

vertical extent near the main part of the system (between lat-

itude 14 and 16◦) appears to be underestimated when com-

paring to CPR observations. At around latitude 14◦ and lon-

gitude 63◦ there is an area for which the estimated extent is

smaller (about 6 km), while for this area still a height of up

to 15 km is retrieved. This might be the dense part of the cir-

rus shield where the hurricane does not extend down to the

surface anymore. The area south of the main part of the hurri-

cane appears to be dominated by low-level clouds with some

thin cirrus aloft. Here, the estimated CVE is mostly small

(< 5 km). Directly north of the main part of the hurricane,

where the spiral outflow of thin cirrus is located, the CVE is

also low (< 3 km). In general, the estimated vertical extent is

within several kilometers of the cloud-top height for the main

part of the system as well as for optically thick clouds (the

very bright areas in the color composite image). Further, the

variability in the estimated CVE is much larger than the vari-

ability in the retrieved cloud-top height. This is in agreement

with the fact that the main part of a hurricane consists of ver-

tically extended clouds (from the tropopause to the surface),

while areas directly surrounding this main part consist of a

very dense cirrus shield with bands of clouds below. There is

an indication that in the case of thin cirrus above low-level

clouds, occurring in the outer regions of the system, the esti-
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mated CVE is well below the distance between the two cloud

layers.

7 Conclusions

This study presents the evaluation of differences between two

cloud height retrievals that are based on independent tech-

niques, and relating the differences to cloud vertical extent

(CVE) as observed by ground-based active instruments. The

CVE is an additional parameter to the cloud-top height, both

parameters describing the cloud vertical distribution. Mea-

surements from the passive imagers AATSR and MERIS on

board the polar-orbiting satellite Envisat were used in the

FAME-C algorithm. Cloud-top temperature is retrieved us-

ing brightness temperature measurements from two AATSR

thermal infrared (TIR) channels, while cloud-top pressure

(CTP) is retrieved with the use of the ratio of the MERIS

channel in the oxygen-A absorption band and a nearby win-

dow channel.

Due to larger mean in-cloud photon penetration depths for

shortwave radiation than for longwave radiation, the sensi-

tivity of the latter retrieval (in the near-infrared) to the cloud

vertical extinction profile is larger than for the former re-

trieval (in the TIR). This was shown in a sensitivity study

in which simulation results from the radiative transfer model

MOMO for homogeneous and inhomogeneous cloud verti-

cal extinction profiles are compared for both simulations, us-

ing MERIS and AATSR spectral response functions. The in-

homogeneous profiles are derived from combined CloudSat-

CPR and MODIS data. The equivalent CTP of the homoge-

neous (HOM) clouds with specified cloud geometrical thick-

ness (CGT) was obtained by comparing and minimizing the

simulated top-of-atmosphere signals of the “more realistic”

CPR-clouds with the ones from the HOM clouds. The results

confirm that in general, the MERIS equivalent HOM CTP is

more sensitive to a change in the CGT than AATSR. For both

AATSR and MERIS simulations, this sensitivity decreases

for increasing cloud optical thickness (COT).

The differences between the MERIS CTP and AATSR

CTT, both converted to CTH using atmospheric profiles from

a numerical weather prediction model, 1CTH, were com-

pared to the CVE. In the MERIS-CTP retrieval a single-layer,

vertically homogeneous and geometrically thin cloud was as-

sumed to suppress the correction for multi-scattering in the

cloud. This was done to increase the impact of the CVE on

1CTH. The extent is defined as the distance between the

top height of the highest cloud layer and the base height of

the lowest cloud layer. These cloud boundaries are extracted

from the ARSCL cloud product based on ground-based radar

and lidar observations. It was shown that 1CTH increases

with increasing CVE for both single-layer and multi-layer

clouds, though the relation appears stronger for single-layer

clouds. Applying a linear fit to the results with COT > 10 in-

dicates that a rough estimate of the CVE can be obtained

by multiplying 1CTH by a factor of 2.5. If we assume that

AATSR CTH is close to but a bit lower than the physical

cloud top, this was indicated by a small negative bias com-

pared to radar CTH, than the MERIS CTH is close to the

geometrical center of the cloud. Similar findings were found

in other studies related to oxygen-A absorption band-based

cloud pressure retrievals. The uncertainty in the CTH re-

trievals, the large variability in cloud vertical extinction pro-

files occurring in nature and the use of only one measurement

in the oxygen-A absorption band limits the accuracy of CVE

estimates. However, by using a simple linear relationship a

rough estimate of the CVE can be made allowing for at least

a qualitative interpretation of a cloudy scene. An estimate of

CVE is automatically an estimate of the cloud-base height of

the lower cloud layer. As a further demonstration of the plau-

sibility of the approach, estimates of the CVE for a cloudy

scene were performed within a case study.

In the comparison of the FAME-C 1CTH to observations

of CVE from ground-based instruments, a limited number of

cases was exploited mainly due to filtering out observations

of inhomogeneous cloud fields in space and time. Compar-

isons to observations of CVE from CPR on CloudSat and

CALIOP on CALIPSO can be performed next. However,

matching overpasses of Envisat and A-train only occurred at

high latitudes for which CTH retrievals are complicated due

to snow/ice surfaces and large solar zenith angles. Moreover,

the different satellite viewing geometries in the presence of

inhomogeneous cloud fields complicate the matching of En-

visat and A-train observations.

The impact of future improvements/updates in the FAME-

C algorithm on the cloud height retrievals will be investi-

gated. Such changes will include an updated version of RT-

TOV (and coefficient files) and HITRAN database as well as

an improved cloud phase detection and a new cloud masking

method.

Several future long-term satellite missions will continue

the measurements in the oxygen-A absorption band and at

thermal infrared wavelengths from passive imagers. Accord-

ing to the current status, the passive imager METimage (me-

teorological imager) on MetOp satellites, designed to sup-

port numerical weather prediction model forecasts as well as

for climate monitoring applications, will provide measure-

ments in the oxygen-A absorption band and thermal infrared

(personal communication with Rene Preusker). Follow-up

mission Sentinel-3, planned to be launched by the end of

2015, will carry the AATSR and MERIS like instruments,

Sea and Land Surface Temperature Radiometer (SLSTR)

and the Ocean and Land Colour Instrument (OLCI), respec-

tively, thus making the FAME-C-algorithm easily applica-

ble to those measurements as well. Three channels in the

oxygen-A absorption band are planned for OLCI. Several

channels can help to separate signals coming from different

parts of the cloudy atmosphere or from the surface, poten-

tially allowing for retrieving more information on the cloud

vertical distribution compared to one channel.
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